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Actin mesh hinders microtubules
L
ike an iron cur-
tain, a mesh of 
actin keeps micro-
tubules in place in the 
ﬂ  y oocyte, according to 
Katja Dahlgaard, Daniel 
St Johnston, and col-
leagues (University of 
Cambridge, UK). When 
the mesh comes down, 
microtubules are washed 
into a new orientation by 
free-ﬂ  owing cytoplasm.
Microtubule orienta-
tion in the ﬂ  y oocyte points 
transported mRNAs for polarity-inducing proteins in the 
right direction. The microtubule array starts off nucle-
ated from the anterior end of the oocyte and extending 
toward the posterior. At late oogenesis, the array is 
redistributed to lay ﬂ  at against the edge of the oocyte. 
At the same time, the cytoplasm of the oocyte begins 
to churn like a washing machine.
This rearrangement and churning occurs pre-
maturely in mutants of the actin-associated proteins 
Cappuccino and Spire, resulting in polarity prob-
lems. Dahlgaard was imaging oocytes in an attempt 
to understand how actin or its regulators control the 
microtubule network. Since microtubules are so 
fragile, she was ﬁ   xing her samples as quickly as 
possible. Her speed revealed a glimpse of a ﬂ  eet-
ing actin mesh throughout the oocyte cytoplasm. 
Stabilization of this mesh prevented microtubule re-
organization and streaming.
The actin mesh was missing in the Cappuccino 
and Spire mutants. It was also dismantled in wild-type 
ﬂ  ies at late oogenesis, when streaming begins. The 
authors suggest that the mesh physically hinders 
streaming, which is probably created by kinesin’s tug-
ging of large cellular structures such as organelles. 
Slow kinesin mutants negated the need for a mesh to 
prevent premature streaming.
Streaming cytoplasm probably aligns micro-
tubules in the direction of ﬂ  ow and pushes them to the 
cortex, aligning more kinesin trafﬁ  c and further bol-
stering streaming. The mesh might physically block 
microtubules so they can’t turn or reach the cortex. 
Or it might increase cytoplasmic viscosity, thereby 
slowing kinesin. And St Johnston has yet another 
hypothesis. “I favor the idea that the mesh is some-
how anchoring organelles as kinesin is trying to move 
them.” To address the issue, he says, “we ﬁ  rst need to 
ﬁ  nd what’s being transported to generate ﬂ  ow.”
Reference: Dahlgaard, K., et al. 2007. Dev. Cell. 
13:539–553.
T
he evolutionary arms race between plants and pathogens 
has moved into new territory—gene promoters—according 
to two new articles. In the fi  rst, Sabine Kay, Ulla Bonas 
(Martin-Luther-Universität, Halle, Germany), and colleagues 
reveal that a bacterial protein mimics eukaryotic transcription 
factors. Plants, in turn, coopt that bug protein to activate defensive 
genes, according to Patrick Römer, Thomas Lahaye, and col-
leagues (Martin-Luther-Universität, Halle, Germany).
One plant’s killer is another’s simple nuisance; this difference 
can be encoded by a single gene. For instance, Xanthomonas strains 
that inject a protein called AvrBs3 into plant cells cause severe 
disease in several crop plants. But plants that carry the Bs3 gene 
resist those particular bugs by actively killing off infected cells 
before the pathogen spreads too much. The mech-
anistic basis of this resistance was not known.
Kay et al. now show that the AvrBs3 protein 
helps bacteria reprogram the plant cell’s metabo-
lism by directly activating plant genes as would a 
plant transcription factor. AvrBs3 bound directly 
to the promoter of a master regulator of plant cell 
size known as upa20. Its encoded protein—also a 
transcription factor—caused cells to swell, which 
probably helps squeeze the bacteria out of infected tissue and into 
new terrain. The group also identifi  ed the promoter sequence in 
the plant gene bound by the bacterial activator.
Römer et al. then showed that some plants take advantage of 
AvrBs3’s transcriptional abilities. They found that the plant 
resistance gene, Bs3, contained the promotor sequence identifi  ed 
by Kay et al. This trick made bacterial AvrBs3 activate transcrip-
tion of the bug’s killer: accumulation of Bs3—an unusual fl  avin 
monooxygenase—triggered cell death.
“As far as I know,” says Bonas, “this is the fi  rst example of a 
resistance factor that is a promoter element rather than a protein.”
References: Römer, P., et al. 2007. Science. 318:645–648.
Kay, S., et al. 2007. Science. 318:648–651.
An actin mesh (top) is dismantled (bottom) to allow 
microtubules to move and cytoplasm to stream in 
the ﬂ  y oocyte.
Infected leaves (left) look swollen because bacterial AvrBs3 activates transcription of a 
plant gene that causes leaf cells (middle) to grow (right).
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Promoters enter plant–pathogen fray